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About This Game

LOCAL-MULTIPLAYER ONLY. NO SINGLE PLAYER OR ONLINE.
REQUIRES XBOX COMPATIBLE (OR EMULATED) CONTROLLERS.

Hidden in Plain Sight is a set of local multiplayer (2-4 players) game modes that share a common theme: trying to accomplish
goals without drawing attention to yourself.

In each game mode, players control characters in a sea of identical NPCs. Players are given a task, but also the means to
eliminate each other from the game. The goal is to blend in with the NPCs, accomplish the task at hand, and take out other

players before they get you.

One of the simplest game modes is called "Death Race." Players and NPCs are racing to be the first to cross a finish line. Each
player has a gun with one bullet, and can eliminate one person from the race. Do you sprint ahead, calling attention to yourself

but maximizing you chances of winning? Or do you hang back with the pack?

Other game modes create similar tension by putting players in a conflicted position of wanting to accomplish a goal, but risking
elimination by doing so.

Rounds are quick and lively, and always end in laughter and friendly shouting. So grab your controllers and friends and give it a
shot!
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User Feedback

"I defy you to have more local multiplayer fun with any other game."

"It's definitely one of the best multiplayer games I've played in a long, long time. So simple, quick and addictive."

"It’s just a ton of fun and like nothing I've experienced."

"It is the perfect game to sit around and play with your friends."

Wife/girlfriend/newbie approved! Easy to pick up and play with no gaming experience.
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Title: Hidden in Plain Sight
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Adam Spragg
Publisher:
Adam Spragg
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card that supports Pixel Shader 2.0 and Vertex Shader 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: This game requires Xbox compatible (or emulated) controllers! Minimum resolution 1280x720!

English
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bon jeu, marche bien sur windows 10 x64 chez moi
good game, works fine on windows 10 x64 for me. This game just had update 0.01!! But it's not an Alpha? Feels like it! Untill
they clear up their interface I won't be able to play this.. The "foggy" font makes my eyes hurt.. even then it still feels like i'm
playing something made for an Ipad..

 If there was a money back button i'd use it... i never realy liked shotters but this is one game i cant stop playing i find my self
geting up for work and after opening my work i start playing this game even on the job one grate free game that i will never stop
playing to much fun. Great piece of software, got more than 100hrs playtime in it and still keep coming back for more. Yes
there are some bugs, like sometime I experience a lot of glitches, easily remedied by rebooting pc, some issues with the
projector and settings which forget their on/off state. Multiplayer is not working (fix: use devbranch for updates) and even then
it is buggy, prepare to save at regular intervals. None of the bugs are game-breaking imho. I would love more sceneries and it
would be awesome if there would be a placeble cam for replay-recording (instead of only the cinematic cams or the handycam).
On the other hand, you can not expect too much for a title with this price. To the devs: Keep making cool stuff like this !.
There's not a lot of games that use the Vive tracker, so I gave this a whirl, and lost 30 minutes of my life.

I can't recommend this game to anyone, and I've refunded it.

For a dance game it is slow and not very engaging, and the music library sucks.

. Terrific JRPG-like game! I don't think the developer is Japanese, but was obviously inspired by the genre. Yet The Tenth Line
is not exactly like anything I have played before, combining platforming with turn based combat, with puzzle solving within a
well presented storyline. I took the bait after seeing the cool battle footage on the Steam video preview with the Princess
launching foes into the air with a sword thrust.

One of my favorite aspects of the game is the unique level up system. Your three main characters collect loot by wining battles -
anything from food to minerals to scraps of leather. Some materials are more powerful than others, but all can be recycled on a
charactor's Power Flow grid to gain Attack, Defense, Skill or Health points. Place materials strategically on the grid to
maximize their stats and create paths to unlock new attacks and skills. I think it would be even cooler if the developer, who is
very active and accessible on the Steam forum, would introduce a bit of a Rogue-like gameplay by randomizing the Power Flow
grid layour for each character at the start of a new game.

This game is pretty wordy like many JRPG's but the speech bubbles are generally pretty short and you can accelerate through
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them if you like or have already read them. The storytelling is well above average.

. game was quite entertaining however i feel the rules don't explain as much as it should, you can somewhat get an idea of how
to play but it's still quite hard.
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This is really neat on the Vive. It's incredibly immersive and quite addictive. It's a bit lacking in content, however for the price
it's definitely a good buy.. It's just not very good.. BROOOOOO, I'm not going to lie, I have no idea how I won this race. IRL. I
liked it, very short, good story; i have to give it points for some original minigames, although easy ones. 2 things were really bad.

1. The abrupt and lazy ending in both cases, main story and extra.
2. If you start a second running you have to unlock all the achievemments again!

In my opinion the game could be more interesting if some of the beholders (hidden creepy eyes) in a scene prevent you to
perfom progressing actions or have an actual relevance, not just for the sake of been there.

Almos finishing the game i got stuck, because i locked the inventory and can’t interact in a little spot behind it, lost a lot of time
there.. it looks like that door was damaged by an explosion. you should be able to break through using the butt of your weapon
press. B to perform a melee attack 3/10. Writing needs some work. Gameplay is pretty basic but does its job. I'm not
dissapointed due to the game's low price tag so far. Give it a try if you are desperately in need of playing an indie RPG.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pSwBIco0GHQ. Redlynx Trials is one of those games which is easy to pick up but very
hard to stop playing. You control a trial bike rider across a wide variety of indoor courses, some of them truly awe-inspiring in
their complexity.
You're supposed to get the rider from one end of the obstacle course to the other, but the endless faceplants, rashies, crashes and
bashes are almost as much fun as safely navigating the course. Never have broken bones been so much fun.
For added enjoyment, try playing this with a friend - you can take it in turns to see who breaks the most bones.. Sorry devs, but I
just can't recommend this game.

On the bright side, the tone and art direction are pleasant (although graphical quality is extremely uneven). Gameplay-wise, the
game seems to be inspired by Trine, and carries a bit of its charm.

The rest is unfortunately not worthwhile.
- not yet fun after half an hour of play
- character controls are sluggish and unpolished
- insanely heavy handholding
- game pacing is slow and constantly interrupted
- very weak narrative immersion
- generic music and setting

I think the worst is that gameplay concepts are completely arbitrary and unjustified narratively. For instance, the main mechanic
of the game is about switching between three shapes (circle, triangle and square). Once you are in the right shape, simply
touching an enemy will destroy it. This feels really dumb. A rabbit is jumping towards you and you're a circle? Oh man, you're
in trouble! But if you're a triangle, the rabbit instantly vanishes by barely touching you ... poof. Reeeeally?? In what kind of
fantasy is this cool and immersive? Similarly, the game requires of you to understand that this or that object is associated with a
square or circle or triangle. So you are expected to know that a moose is a square (or whatever they thought a moose is, I can't
recall). Anyways, none of this resulted in a fun and immersive experience for me.

So yeah, I stopped playing after half an hour because I was not having any fun and I kept being underwhelmed by the game. If
like me, you need a game to engage you quickly otherwise you give up on it and go look elsewhere for entertainment, I strongly
discourage you from buying this game.. i had to pay for this even though i had a season pass. eat
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ubisoft.. I enjoyed this short atmospheric game. It's a great move and jump skill
training game without having any special story, characters, puzzles.... Like the title says: it's a prototype with great ideas and
maps before the actual Doorways series.
And there are also interesting notes from the developers.
You should get it. I mean, it's for free!
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